Competition Rules

1. Goal is to score the most points by stacking and positioning cones on the field for your team.
2. Matches will last 3 minutes.
3. Two robots per team and two drivers per robot.
4. Points are scored as follows:
   a. One point for placing a yellow cone on your mobile goal.
   b. Five points for placing a yellow cone on your stationary goal.
   c. Five points for positioning your mobile goal in the zone.
   d. Five points for parking your robot in your color tile at end of round four.
5. Your robot may not leave your team’s playing field.
6. Your robot may not interfere with the other teams robots.
7. Your robot may not interfere with the other teams mobile or stationary goal.
8. Referee will total scores. Warnings will be issued by referee for minor infractions. Suspension of play for major infractions.
9. You will have two minutes now to organize your team strategy.
Points are scored as follow:

a. One point for placing a yellow cone on your mobile goal.
b. Five points for placing a yellow cone on your stationary goal.
c. Five points for positioning your mobile goal in the zone.
d. Five points for parking your robot in your color tile at end of round two.